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Capabilities

• Gene identification-

• Bio-mechanical interface-

• Creating life



Gene identification: sequencing the 
genome

• Need to sequence the entire genome first  (Human Genome 
Project)

• 2001: Genome sequenced, but not deciphered. Few genes 
are well

Projects/methods Completed Duration Cost 

Human Genome Project 2003 13 years $300M

Celera Genome Project 2003 5 years $70M

James Watson Genome 2007 2 months $1M

Illumina Yoruban 2008 6 weeks $100k

Illumina Consumer Sequencing 2009 1 week $48k

Ion Torrent 2012 3 days $10k



Gene identification: sequencing 
technologies

Source: National Human Genome Research Institute 



Gene identification

• Miniaturisation: lab-on-a-chip 
devices (microfluidics)

– Portability

– Affordability

– Functionality

– Scalability

Source: Meyers et al. (2012).
An affordable and portable 
device that would allow for 
the identification of genes.



Bio-mechanical Interface

• “Mouse brain” operated 
robots

• Reading thoughts, brain 
activity- limitations

• Brain-chip interface
• Able to use enervation of 

motor neurons to activate 
some prosthetic limbs

• Use of EEG to 
reconstruct/read speech from 
the human auditory cortex

Diagram by Doud et al. (2012) 
showing a brain control 
interface, where the subject is 
controlling a helicopter in a 
virtual environment. Brain 
activity is read using 
electroencephalography (EEG), 
the computer analyses and 
interprets the signals. 



Creating Life

• Stanley Miller study (1950s), and re-examining of 
experimental products in 2007, using modern 
technique

• Abiogenesis- evolution (symbiotic/endosymbiosis 
theory, montmorillonite clay (catalyses the 
formation of RNA into polynucleotides))-
chart/progress

• Craig Venter et al. –Creating new life. Many see 
this as playing “God”.

• Mixing human genes into GMO (bacteria etc., to 
create insulin- current technologies) 



Frontiers- DNA

• Gene identification: Genetic discrimination

• Gene patenting: BRCA 1 and 2 (Myriad genetics)

• Designer babies

• Mixing species DNA: Incorporating genes from 
other animals (i.e., frost resistance) into humans. 

• Terminator seeds: Monsanto

• Kinphagy and GMO: Producing alternatives to 
meat



Frontiers - Biomechanics

• Cyborgs:

– Physical superiority

– Intellectual enhancement

– Future of the species, space travel, etc.

• Future of pain

– Advancements of biotechnology to repair physical 
trauma.



Frontiers - Other

• Use of humans/animals for research

• Use of humans/animals for drug production

• Bionanotechnology/nanobiology

• Exponential growth of technology and how do the guardians 
cope – commercial distortion

• Ethical approval

• Combatting degradation of the gene pool, “positive” eugenics



Further reading

Good resource covering a diverse range of topics on ethics 
relating to biotechnology (environmental, agricultural, medical)

• http://www.biotechnologyonline.gov.au/biotec/ethics.html

Use of GM crops in developing countries

• http://www.nuffieldbioethics.org/gm-crops-developing-
countries

Applying for ethical approval for studies in science: 

• http://www.nres.nhs.uk

• http://www.bmj.com/content/339/bmj.b4013.full

http://www.biotechnologyonline.gov.au/biotec/ethics.html
http://www.nuffieldbioethics.org/gm-crops-developing-countries
http://www.nres.nhs.uk/
http://www.bmj.com/content/339/bmj.b4013.full

